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Right is Right helps teachers set and defend a high standard of accuracy in the 
classroom. There is an important difference between partially correct and 100 percent 
correct answers. Teachers should refrain from adding details to a student’s almost-
correct answer and passing it off as mastery. With Right is Right, the teacher does not 
move on until the student responding gets the answer 100 percent correct (i.e. accurate 
academic vocabulary, complete sentences, exact number, etc.). 
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Right is Right 

¨ Ask students a question and evaluate the response. If  the answer is incomplete: 
  
• Hold out for “al l  the way”:   Students can get discouraged easily,  so keep a 

positive tone. Praise students for their effort,  but ask for more. Do not 
confuse effort with mastery.  

• Model and use specific vocabulary:  Require students to use academic 
vocabulary in their answers.  

 
¨ If  the student’s response is not related to the question asked: 

  
• Provide support for a related answer:  Students learn early on that when they 

do not have the answer to a question they can just respond with something 
else. If  students are unable to provide a related response, it  means they have 
not mastered the content. Acknowledge that the response is not aligned to 
the question and the teacher should let the student know that the answer is 
not right.  

• Require the right answer, at the right t ime: Do not let students answer 
questions ahead of time. Protect the integrity of the lesson by not jumping 
ahead to engage a great answer at the wrong time.  
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QUICK TIPS 
Encourage students to use anchor charts to 
support their answers. Teachers can also 
provide cues to help students move from an 
incomplete response to a 100% correct 
answer.	  

When a response is taking longer than 
expected, be patient and do not offer help too 
early. Refrain from adding information to 
students’ answers. Let students complete 
their responses on their own.	  

ALERTS 
 

Stretch it 

Stretch It is a practice that extends student 
understa

	   
nding by asking further probing questions. 

It also  helps teachers to ensure that student 
responses are more reliable and motivates students 

to apply  knowledge in new situations, make real 
world connections, and/or engage with questions 

that are  more challenging. 

For more 	  strategies and/or resources, visit 
houstonisd.org/EffectivePractices

Additional Tools 


